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Abstract

East Africa and the Western United States have seen a period of enhanced drought since
the turn of the millennium, largely driven by decreased precipitation. Previous studies have
linked these precipitation trends to changes in sea-surface temperature, primarily in the
Tropics. However, it is unclear the extent to which observed trends in SSTs are due to mul-
tidecadal natural variability or to anthropogenically forced trends. Given that uncertainty,
we ask how sensitive the drought response is to the details of prescribed and simulated long-
term SST trends.
We examine large ensembles of coupled model runs, and compare those with experiments
where SST and sea-ice boundary conditions are specified (so-called AMIP-style experiments).
In addition, we also remove an estimate of the trends in SSTs from the AMIP simulations
in two ways: in the first set only the zonal mean SST trends are removed, in the second a
full spatial pattern of the long-term trends are removed. These so-called ”counterfactual”
simulations allow empirical attribution subject to assumptions about the trends in SSTs.

For the Western US the drought trends are found to be relatively insensitive to two assump-
tions of historical SST change. For East Africa, considerable sensitivity is found – AMIP and
CMIP ensembles yield largely non-overlapping histograms of precipitation change, and the
change attributable to long-term SST trends is more sensitive to assumptions of historical
change patterns.
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